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Rock Island Dummies waiting for their next run in Chicago's LaSalle Street station in 1970. Note variation
in reflective striping. Photo by Tom Brugman.

1. IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
OCTOBER 25, 2015 NRHS MEETING HAMPTON, IA
From:
Date:
To:

Dave Kroeger
Tue, September 8, 2015 6:53 am
editor@rockislandreporter.com

The Iowa a Chapter of the NRHS will be having a meeting in Hampton Iowa Sunday October 25 in
conjunction with the North Central Iowa Model RR Club train show. The meeting starts at 10 with
programs in the afternoon. For more info please contact Don Vaughn at cgwfan@q.com

Contact Don Vaughn for Info

OCTOBER 25, 2015 NORTH CENTRAL IOWA MODEL
RAILROAD CLUB MEET IN HAMPTON, IA
From:
Date:
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"Paul Shelton
Mon, September 7, 2015 11:29 pm

To:

editor@rockislandreporter.com

Show Date October 25th 2015
North Central Iowa Model Railroad Club will have its 4th Annual show and sale held at the Franklin
County Convention Center located on the west edge of Hampton, Iowa on the south side of Highway 3.
The show will be the normal hours from 8:00 AM to 3:00 PM. Vendors may set up early on Saturday
Night or at 6:00 AM on Sunday. Admission $5.00, Children under 10 free with paid adult. Club layout will
be on display in the historic Rock Island Depot Basement located on the grounds.
Vendor tables already at a club high with more available if needed. Just remembered a small slide show
will be available also. Start time for this show will be at 1:00 PM if I recall right. If interested please contact
me and I will confirm this.
Contact me for any more information you may need.
Thanks
Paul Shelton, eastsidetrains@gmail.com
119 1st Street NW (in the basement)
Hampton, Iowa 50441
1-641-456-1998

Contact Paul Shelton for Info

NOVEMBER 7, 2015 - FRIENDS OF THE ROCK ISLAND
CHICAGOLAND MEETING SATURDAY, 6:30PM–9:00PM
PLACE:
Grace United Methodist Church - Lower Level (enter at rear)
12739 Maple Avenue Blue Island, IL 60406
PROGRAM: 6:30 PM – “Mini” Swap Meet / Display- Bring items you want to trade, sell or show.
VERY limited # free tables. One table per dealer limit. ***Reservations required***-first reserved first
served. 7:30 PM – Presentation(s): TBA.
FARE:
Free will donation to pay for flyers, mailing and a donation to the church for the use of their facilities.
CONTCTS:
General Information: Jim Suhs <jamessuhs_at_sbcglobal.net> 815-588-1504.
Tom Mitoraj <mitoraj_at_yahoo.com> 630-606-7030.
Swap Tables: Paul Hunnell <phunnell_at_yahoo.com> 630-369-0221.
We suggest the "Rock Island Reporter" newsletter. This newsletter is free to e-mail addresses.
To sign-up, go to: http://eepurl.com/Ut8UL. Back issues available.
Stories and smaller articles welcome. Send to Editor Tom Brugman, editor@rockislandreporter.com
(Friends of the Rock Island is not a part of or affiliated with any other railfan group or historical
organization.)

NOVEMBER 7, 2015 - NMRA KATE SHELLY DIVISION
TRAIN SHOW, AMES IA
From:
Date:
To:

DAVID YETTER
Tue, September 1, 2015 10:23 am
"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>

Dave, here's a copy of our flyer for the Train Show. Hope you can open it.
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NEW ALL SCALE RAILS ISSUE
All Scale Rails Issue #4 Sept / Oct 2015has just hit the internet! http://www.allscalerails.com/
www.AllScaleRails.com.
Included in this issue: Photographer Bill Bedell, Jim Lorbiecki's "Northwest Timberline" Layout, Soldering
Track How-To, Milwaukee Road Everett Street Station Diorama, Logging Circle Word Puzzle, PRR
Vandalia Railroad Bridge Blueprints, New Products, Snap Shots and much more!
Visit us on Facebook & Twitter to stay up-to date on all current events and newest product releases!
www.facebook.com/allscalerails
www.twitter.com/allscalerails
template.

Go to All Scale Rails Website

NEW MASK ISLAND DECALS
From:
Date:
To:

"Hubert Mask" <maskisland@hotmail.com>
Thu, September 10, 2015 5:06 pm
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

Mask Island Decals offers a variety of Rock Island decals
1. New decal set for Rock Island international bay window caboose.
Set will do red and yellow as well as solid red. Numbered 87-310, look for the caboose section on my
web site: maskislanddecals.com
2. # 305 DF2 40 footer, # 287 feed hopper, #285 40 footer roof hatch box car.
Also offered are selective box car and locomotive decals for S scale.
Visit. Maskislanddecals.com
Hubert Mask
Mask Island Decals Inc.
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Go to Mask Island Decals website

WESTERFIELD MODELS NEWS
Westerfield Models has moved. New Address: WESTERFIELD MODELS, LLC, P.O. BOX 455,
Gardnerville, NV 89410. Phone and Email: 303-658-9343, westerfieldmodels@gmail.com
Re-release of the #5760 Series PRR Modernized GLA Hopper Cars. Cars are now available as a flat Kit
with updated AB brake details. These cars had an operating era of 1898-1980.
KIT #5760: GLA 30' Two Bay Hopper Car, Modernized, AB Brakes, Undecorated
$33.00 ea
KIT #5761: GLA 30' Two Bay Hopper Car, Modernized, AB Brakes, PRR Ball Keystone
$34.00 ea
KIT #5762: GLA 30' Two Bay Hopper Car, Modernized, AB Brakes, PRR Shadow Keystone $34.00 ea

Go to Westerfield #5760 Webpage

Go to Westerfield Models Website

Email Westerfield Models

Tangent Scale Models New Release: RI Pullman-Standard
PS-3 2750 Coal Hopper
Tangent Scale Models is proud to introduce our newest all-new HO scale product to our line, the PullmanStandard PS-3 coal hopper! Tangent Scale Models and Moloco have worked together to bring this highlyaccurate product to the HO scale market, and it is available today for purchase from Tangent.
During the 1950s, Pullman-Standard began to develop a standardized line of freight car product types that
were marketed in families. Starting with the PS-1 boxcars and PS-2 covered hoppers, the PS-3 was
rolled out with several offerings, the most prolific being this 70-ton, 3-outlet coal hopper with a cubic
capacity of 2750 cubic feet. First purchased in 1957, Pullman-Standard not only had an effective
marketing message with the PS series, but developed simultaneous production capability at both its
Bessemer AL and Butler PA manufacturing plants, providing customers with a rapid response for coal
hoppers that were produced at a rate of more than 13 cars per weekday during peak supply. Such rapidproduction was made possible by new welding techniques that arose from the World War II period,
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although this was a relatively new innovation for open hoppers at the time.
Our NEW Ready to Run replicas are available at www.tangentscalemodels.com and we are selling these
at the National Train Show in Portland from August 28-30, 2015! Our first production of these coal
hoppers includes these RTR schemes:
Rock Island (RI) in the smart Red 1957 scheme. These red cars feature Rock Island accurately spelled
out across the ribs. Our fine models are available in twelve road numbers, plus unnumbered models with
decals available separately from Tangent to easily create a fleet of customized hoppers.
The Tangent Scale Models PS-3 is a state of the art, dimensionally-accurate scale replica with highly
accurate true-to-life colors and precise lettering stencils that match the intricacies of the prototype. Our
PS-3 coal hopper was designed from genuine PS spec documents, and includes body variations with or
without end heap shields, three different styles of door mechanisms, and several handbrake variations so
that your car properly matches the variations found on the prototype. Also included is our fine near-scale
draft gear box with side key detail. Our ready-to-operate replica is finished with coupler lift bars
accompanying Kadee® scale couplers, CNC-machined wheels, and sufficient hidden weights to ensure
the model operates as good as it looks, whether running as an empty or as a load (a gorgeous removable
coal load is included). Tangent Scale Models continues to bring unparalleled scale replicas to the HO
scale market with every new product, and we thank you for spending your hard-earned dollars with our
family-owned company.
Don’t miss out on the Tangent Scale Models Pullman-Standard PS-3 2750 coal hopper! Just like its
prototype, this car will stand out extremely well on any layout situated from the 1950s to the 1980s!
Pricing for RTR models is $34.95. High-resolution images showing these fine replicas are available at
www.tangentscalemodels.com and our site also includes prototype images for your reference as well.

Go to Tangent Scale Models Website

Email Tangent Scale Models

NEW BOXCAR AMARILLO RAIL MUSEUM
Date: Monday, August 24, 2015 at 3:09 PM
To: RI Models
Subject: [RI_models] 50&#39; Boxcar available in HO
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Ad on page 22, Sep. RMC. for RI 50&#39; DF 50&#39; Boxcar. Amarillo Railroad
Museum, PO Box 31105, Amarillo, TX 79120. $26.00 &#43;S&H
www.amarillorailmoseum.com.
Dave Engle

Go to Amarillo Rail Museum Website

INTERESTING TELEVISION: "HOW IT'S MADE" RAIL CAR
WHEELS
From the HON3 Yahoo Group.
Sun Oct 11, 2015 4:45 pm (PDT)
There is a video from the Discovery Chanel (how it's made) program. About 5 minutes long or so. How
they make rail car wheels.

Go to Youtube for Video "How it's Made"

BUTTERWORTH TOURS' CARS ON THE CRI&P IN THE 1970s
From: "Andy Roth [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Wed, September 23, 2015 8:11 pm
To:
RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Hi,
Here's a link to an article with information and photos of various Butterworth Tours passenger cars in
service on the Rock Island.
Sincerely,
Andy

Go to Railway Preservation News - Butterworth Cars

2. 1915 HARAHAN BRIDGE
HARAHAN BRIDGE - MEMPHIS - 1915
[Ed: Gerald Hook has generously provided copies of an article on the construction of the Harahan Bridge
in Memphis from 1913. Because of its age, this article is public domain. Next issue of RIR will include an
article Gerald provided concerning the Chicago Track Elevation project of 1915. We ran out of room this
issue.]
From:
Date:
To:

Gerald A. Hook
Mon, July 6, 2015 7:18 pm
"'RIR Editor'" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

The article says work commenced in June 1913 and the October 31, 1913 issue of Railway Age Gazette
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included plans and a discussion regarding its construction. I believe progress was stalled during a highwater event that washed away part of the timber false-work supporting steel trusses. I can locate that
issue with photos if you're interested.
Gerald
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3. ROCK ISLAND FUEL CAR - 1982
By Tom Brugman
In May 1982, I was a sales representative for Norfolk Southern in the Chicago sales office. First assigned
there in September 1979 (arriving just in time to catch the beginning of the strike that started the public
demise of the Rock), and being a fan of the Rock Island, I was just starting to get myself known to the
local Chicago RITS people.
One evening in May, I received a phone call from a member of the Rock Island Technical Society - I
cannot recall whom - telling me that a Rock Island fuel car, located in Lemont, IL on the ICG, had been
sold to the Michigan State Trust for Railway Preservation, and that the car was scheduled to be pulled by
a local switcher the following morning - effectively disappearing forever into the depths of Michigan. My
first question to the caller was what was a fuel car? The knowledgeable caller then educated me that this
was a converted steam locomotive tender probably from a 4000 class RI 4-8-2. I realized I could postpone
some of my morning appointments and decided to drive to Lemont.
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As back ground, In the late 40's and 50's the Rock Island reworked a number of tenders off the larger
classes of steam locomotives into diesel fuel cars. The idea was to capitalize on an asset (the tenders)
that were still serviceable, after their partner steam locomotives were scrapped. Several 4000 and 5000
class tenders were converted to diesel fuel cars, rebuilding them into large rectangular tank cars. The cars
reportedly didn't work out that well. The nagging problem being leakage - diesel fuel is less viscous than
water and tended to leak out of the tender around the seams and rivets of the old cars. Various linings and
strategies were tried to fix the fuel leaks, even hundreds of circular welds around the rivets were tried. In
1982 the Michigan State Trust people purchased the car in these photos as an auxiliary water tender for
their Pere Marquette Berkshire 1225 fan trips. I don't know how they found the fuel car or even how the
car came to be in Lemont. However, one of the MST volunteers mentioned the car had been purchased
by a refinery for use in storing chemicals, but the leakage problems proved to be insurmountable and the
refinery eventually gave up on it.
Showing up the following morning in Lemont, I found the unmistakable form of a tender with some unusual
bumps on it's roof. The Rock fuel car had already been prepped for its journey to Michigan, including new
reporting marks for MSTX 1225. It was still painted a the Rock's faded freight car red, with traces of "Rock
Island" lettering showing through on its sides, and was attended by four MST volunteers with a pickup
truck. I had arrived about an hour ahead of the ICG switcher, and if I was going to photograph the car, I
was going to have to work fast.
The car itself was spotted in a lousy position for photography. First, there were obstacles on both sides of
it that prevented broad side shots. Huge trees and weeds blocked one side in the middle of the car, and
spotted freight cars blocked the other. Buildings on both the right and left of the car prevented getting far
enough from it for a side shot, the sun was blasting down harshly at an impossible angle and I was at the
end of my last roll of Kodachrome with only B&W film on hand. On top of that, my poor old 1968 Miranda
Sensorex camera had just recently had its brains beat out against the side of a moving N&W GP-7 and
the light meter was on the fritz. This wasn't going to be an easy shoot.
Charging ahead, I started walking around and climbing up on the fuel car in my three piece business suit,
shooting pictures as I went. I even got the MST volunteers to pose on their new tender for one of the
shots. In thirty minutes or so, I was out of film and the fuel car was on the move. I have not seen it since
then.
The Michigan State volunteers said they had tried to identify the RI locomotive to which the fuel car was
originally assigned, but were unable to find the stamped numbers that should have been on the car's
under frame. The closest anyone has been able to determine is the tender was probably assigned to a
Rock Island 5000 class locomotive.
Since entering service 33 years ago behind Pere Marquette 1225, the fuel car has been adapted to its
new role as a long distance auxiliary tender. Its appearance has changed a little, but the overall car
remains much the same. The car is still listed on the Michigan State webpage.
For more information on Pere Marquette 1225 go to:

Go to Michigan Steam RR Institute

More information on PM 1225
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Rock Island Fuel Car, newly acquired by the Michigan State Trust for Railway Preservation and showing
reporting marks MSTX 1225, in May 1982, in a Lemont, IL industrial park.. Clockwise from upper Left - B
end of car, formerly locomotive end of tender, with, and without MST volunteers. Lower right - right side of
fuel car using B end as front of car. Lower left - left side of fuel car showing fresh lube stencil and Rock
Island lettering showing through paint. Photos by Tom Brugman.
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Three views of the RI fuel car 1982. Top - left side view of car (using B end as front). Original side rivet
pattern of tender appears largely unchanged. Above right - left side rear at A end. Above left - B end, right
side front view. Photos by Tom Brugman.

Above four views of the RI fuel car 1982. From top left - B end coupler fills the old tender drawbar
area. Miner brakewheel, retainer valves and offset roofwalk ends on B end. Reservoir details. 2/3 side
view of fuel car, filled and reinforced coal area of tender. Photos by Tom Brugman.
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Above four views of the RI fuel car 1982 - 5000 series tender. From top left - view of the A end roof
showing how the original tender water hatches were plated and filled. Another view of the A end water
hatch coverings. Two views of the original Buckeye tender trucks that are still in use. Buckeye trucks
possibly off a 5100 tender? Photos by Tom Brugman.

RI fuel car 1982 - four roof detail shots. From top left - broad view of roof domes and walkways facing the
B end of the car. Detail shot of the home made dome, unloading valve and breather assembly. Broad roof
view toward the A end of the car. Closeup view of the right side dome breather. In walking on the roof of
the car, I noted a non-skid surface applied to the steel plates on the top of the car. The non-skid surface
was something like a sandpaper texture - also painted freight car red to match the rest of the car. Photos
by Tom Brugman.
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RI fuel car 1982 roof views. From above top left - unique rock island made domes facing the B end (the
part of the original tender facing the loco cab). Closeups of the dome fill hatch, and unloading valve
control. Photos by Tom Brugman

The ex-RI fuel car; ex-MSTX1225 is shown above trailing NKP 765 and PM 1225 on a Michigan fan trip.
Photos from SRI website. Photo by Eddie Gross, 2009.
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The ex-RI fuel car; ex-MSTX1225 is shown in use in Michigan. Photo from SRI website.

4. ROCK ISLAND FANS AND PHOTO SECTION

SWEDEN
ROCK ISLAND GP-35 Ph. II
From:
Date:
To:

Ole Pade
Tue, September 15, 2015 12:36 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com

I got feedback on my previous GP-35 Ph. II, that it wasn´t the correct.
Well, it was suggested to use EL-maroon. The result of my repainting, and renumbering, is enclosed.
I think the criticism was in order, without opening PANDORAS BOX again, as was suggested. My defense
is that Polly-Scale marketed the color as RI maroon and also Athearn hadn´t yet come out with the new
models.
Problem solved since we shall no more see Polly-Scale. I´m searching for Pictures of #4160, F9AM, that
does not have the big oil cooling arrangement on the right hand side. The only Picture I´ve found is very
dark. If anyone can help, I´d be grateful.
Regards
Ole Pade
Sorry, but I forgot to mention that my friend Thomas Nordanberg took the three pictures.
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[Ed: They look pretty good to me. I have seen so many RI units, in so many variations of paint colors paint shop shortcuts - natural fading - weathered - that I don't think anyone can really complain. During my
days trackside with the Rock in Illinois, I saw plenty of units that looked like this. So, I think you're fine
here.
Personally, I am an "eyedropper painter." Meaning I sit at the spraybooth with an eyedropper and several
different shades of paint, and keep blending until I get a color that comes close to the photo I am working
from. I use Scalecoat 1, and generally mix Lackawanna maroon, and a variety of reds to get the colors I
want.]

UK
Rock Island Geep and Caboose
From:
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Neil Butcher

Date:
To:

Sun, September 13, 2015 11:45 am
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

Hi Tom, here are the latest additions to the fleet. Mostly scratch built with a little help from Lionel.
Still a few details to add, handrails and grabs, lift rings, wipers, headlight lenses.......
Regards, Neil
Photos by Neil Butcher

ALABAMA

ARKANSAS

See Gerald Hook's contribution of the Harahan Bridge article above.

CALIFORNIA
ROCK ISLAND RED MOUNTAINS
From:
Date:
To:
Cc:

Denis Long
Tue, September 8, 2015 6:15 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com
"'David Engle'" <RIRocket@att.net>

OK Tom, here is my next light hearted effort in the world of RI steam.
I very much wanted to acquire the RI "red" Mountains, without paying $2000. I knew IHC had done them,
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and I knew that those models had been improved over their earlier offerings. I had already found #4047 in
1997, converted that one to oil, removed some C&O details, and added some brass details.
It was approximately 2007 when I started haunting eBay. In 2008, I found #4055. So far, I haven't done
much, except to remove those obvious C&O details.
Denis Long
Picture #1 is #4047 before any changes--#2 another preliminary photo--#3 oil
tender--#4 oil tender--#5 DP brass. Photos by Denis Long.

COLORADO
PHOTOS OF EXTANT RI MICROWAVE TOWERS IN KANSAS
From:
Date:
To:

Jim Welch
Wed, July 15, 2015 6:09 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com

These two microwave towers still stand over 60 years since the Rock Island erected them. These photos
were taken in July at Dresden (below left) and Clayton, Kansas (below right) about 14 miles apart. I
believe that this was the original positions of the towers and that the railroad spaced these towers along
the Rocky Mountain Rocket line to increase greater reliability of the signal and communications system of
the railroad. I also believe these towers are currently being used for microwave transmission, maybe by
Kyle Railroad?
Can anyone shed more light on these structures? Were these towers replaced by steel lattice towers in
some locations? In a prominent PR painting by Howard Fogg, a wooden tower was added by the artist at
the request of the railroad. See the illustration after the tower was added.
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FLORIDA
ROCK ISLAND FANTASY PROJECT
From:
Date:
To:

Thomas Schmidt
Wed, September 16, 2015 7:43 am
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

Hi, Tom,
I did an HO modeling project this summer you might be interested in.
I occasionally fantasize about what things might be like today if the RI (or any railroad for that matter) was
still in the passenger business. I have an AMD104 locomotive custom painted in the Rocket scheme
(already a fantasy item) so I painted two Amfleet Viewliner sleepers to go with it.
I took two undecorated Walther's Amfleet sleepers, spray painted them Scalecoat Santa Fe silver and
lettered them for the Rock Island. The window pattern allowed for a lettered "Rock Island" on one side,
but not the other, so on the opposite side I used the Buffalo Hide emblem. Then, my family being from
Nebraska and my wife's from Iowa, I named them "Cornhusker" and "Hawkeye." These were authentic RI
car names, but the originals were both coaches. However, since this is now 2015 and with the original
coaches scrapped, I figured the names were fair game. The sleepers could be used on a reincarnated
Corn Belt Rocket or Rocky Mountain Rocket in this fantasy arena. To complete the project, I sprayed them
with a coat of Testor's Semi-Gloss. They turned out pretty well. I'm attaching pictures.
A future project will be to paint a trainset of hi-level cars in the crimson and silver Golden State ca. 1950
scheme.
I appreciate your efforts on putting together the newsletter.
Regards,
Tom Schmidt
Following five photos by Tom Schmidt.
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IDAHO

ILLINOIS
DOWNTOWN JOLIET TRANSPORTATION PROJECT CAUGHT IN FUNDING CRUNCH
From:
Date:
To:

"David Engle rirocket@att.net [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Sat, October 10, 2015 5:38 pm
"RITSlist" <ritslist@yahoogroups.com>

Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: tim ytrehalf [IlliniRail]" <IlliniRail@yahoogroups.com>
To: Illlini <illinirail@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Saturday, October 10, 2015 9:55 AM
Subject: [IlliniRail] Downtown Joliet transportation project caught in funding crunch
JOLIET – The downtown transportation center project is in trouble, running over budget and facing
demands from the state that Joliet come up with nearly $5 million needed to finish the job.
Joliet wants to delay construction of a bus station until more money is available to complete the entire
project. But state officials are refusing to let Joliet put the bus station on hold, Steve Jones, special
projects supervisor for Joliet, told the City Council on Monday.
"I think it's fair to say the 1,200 daily riders of Metra and 150 riders of Amtrak have become unwitting
victims of the [state] budget stalemate," Jones told the council. Jones said the state was willing to let the
bus station wait but changed course after Gov. Bruce Rauner took office in January.
Called the Joliet Gateway Center, the project was designed to bring public transit into one location in
Joliet, including new train and bus stations, as well as realignment of railroad tracks. The project was
made possible by a $32 million state grant announced by then-Gov. Pat Quinn as he was running for
election in 2010. At the time, the project was estimated to cost $42 million.
Jones said total cost for the project is now at $49.7 million, and there is a $4.9 million funding gap that the
state wants Joliet to cover.
"Really, what they're saying is, Joliet, if you want the project to move forward, $4.9 million is your
responsibility," Jones said. He said the city had a memorandum of understanding in progress with the
Quinn administration that would have allowed the bus station to be delayed in order to finish a new train
depot and commuter platforms. Jones said the city has called on local state legislators to negotiate a
compromise with the Rauner administration that will allow the project to move forward.
IDOT spokesman Guy Tridgell said through an email Tuesday that the state's "commitment to the
multimodal station is unchanged." Tridgell said the state "is obligated to meet its current financial
commitment to all of the transportation partners involved," including Pace suburban bus service. The bus
station would replace the existing Pace hub outside of the Will County Courthouse.
Meanwhile, the city has shut down Union Station, the old train depot, and located temporary commuter
platforms on the other side of the railroad tracks.
City Manager Jim Hock said the major purpose of the project was to move the platforms so commuters on
the Heritage Corridor line no longer would have to cross tracks used by freight trains to board Metra lines.
"You can't go back and use Union Station at this point," Hock said. "Then the whole problem exists again."
http://www.theherald-news.com/2015/10/06/downtown-joliet-transportation-project-caught-in-fundingcrunch/a8vbi46/

Go to Article in The Herald-News

Rock Island Poster and News
From:
Date:
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James Hazleton
Tue, September 8, 2015 12:24 pm

To:

editor@rockislandreporter.com

Sorry, I goofed on the last email. Please include this message,
See attached.
The prints attached are for sale. See notes in other email.

I have an original Rock Island Railroad produced print, circa 1949, titled "One of Rock Island Lines
Rockets -- fast, comfortable, dependable".
This print depicts a full 14-car passenger train in a curving right-to-left alignment. RI locomotive unit no.
635 (EMD E-7) is on the point. The locomotive consist has the original color scheme of red, orange
and silver.
This is a conservation and museum-quality framed print measuring 27 x 20 inches.
This is considered a one-of-a-kind color print (not a photo) that was created by CRI&P Ry as a Public
Relations promotion, and may have been used in a period calendar.
FOR SALE -- $500.00
Jim Hazelton
Comments on print by David Engle:
“I have a slightly different version of this photo. The A and B units and first 8 cars are recognizably
authentic and some can be identified as to series; cars behind those appear to be airbrushed in. This
version also lacks any red on the cars, and I can pick out cars in the first 8 that never had it in service, so I
have always presumed the red was an addition to the original photo; this has been around for many years,
but as far as I know, we have never identified the location, except it almost has to be iIllinois, the only
place where they had double-track, (well, actually, out to West Liberty, Iowa.) The others, I would have to
see to recall, not all are represented here, but were good representations of a PR department long gone.”

[Ed: Link to Chicago Tribune article on Rock Island/Metra delays. Then 3 posters for sale. Contact Jim
Hazelton via link below.]

Go to Chicago Tribune Rock/Metra Article

Contact James Hazelton for Posters
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INDIANA
ROCK ISLAND DERRICK 95022
From:
Date:
To:
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Les Beckman
Fri, September 18, 2015 4:17 pm
Betty & Les Beckman

Gents Joe Gasiorek told me quite a while ago about a Rock Island crane that was once located in Schererville,
Indiana. I finally found a photo of the crane today on the internet:

View RI 95022 on www.rr-fallenflags.org

I knew that Bob Schultz once had a used railroad equipment company located there in Schererville and
once asked him if he happened to know about this crane. Bob said that he knew a lot about it. He had
purchased it, along with an idler car and four wooden box cars, from the Rock in 1980. It had been the
Silvis wreck train. The crane was built by Bucyrus in 1929 and was an oil burner. Bob tried to sell the
crane to the D&RGW but they chose a sister crane instead which was located in El Reno, Oklahoma. Bob
then offered the crane to Mid-Continent but the EJ&E didn't want to move it. Bob eventually closed his
Shop there in Schererville and moved east and reluctantly sold 95022 to a company in Chicago Heights,
Illinois which cut it up for scrap.
This photo finally caps my interest in the old derrick.
Les
[Great job, Les. Tom]
Following RI diagram from Tom Brugman collection
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IOWA
OCTOBER ISSUE, ROCK ISLAND REPORTER
Hi Dave,
I was wondering if the October issue was put out yet as I have not received anything as of today 13
Oct. Really like this new electronic magazine. Living out in SW Iowa we really don`t get much in the
way of rail news till after the fact. Missed the Iowa Interstate rail trips earlier this year due to lack of local
advertising. I live only 30 miles from Casey Iowa, would have loved to have ridden the Casey/Menlo trips
last time I rode on the rock island over this section was when I was 12 years old in 1960 from Chicago to
Atlantic Ia.
Every summer from when I was 8 years old till I was 12 I rode the Rock from Chicago/LaSalle ST Station
to Atlantic and back to visit our family farm in Audubon Ia. Friends of ours used to ship cattle on the Tbone express trains in the fall.
Otto Brauer
[TomB: Sorry about being late this Month, Otto. Will do better with the future issues.]

THOUGHTS ON THE FUTURE OF RITS – PHOTO OF RITS ARCHIVES IN
MANLY, IA (JULY 2015 ISSUE RIR)
From:
Date:
To:

Pflarrian
Fri, July 3, 2015 10:35 pm
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

My comments: That is a lot of very chaotic looking documentation. The Historian in me really wants to
sort
all of those and organize it, but the realist in me has no way of getting all of that to my home, or getting
myself to Manly, and even if I could get it here, where would I PUT it???
Still, it makes me cringe when files get stored like that. Just the thought of all that documentation
potentially lost...
- Brian P

ROCK ISLAND MISSISSIPPI RIVER BRIDGE, ROCK ISLAND IL - 1896
[Ed: This exchange between Dave Engle, Gerald Hook and William Riebe started as the Harahan Bridge,
and switched to the bridges further north in Illinois-Iowa. Mr Riebe is such an interesting authority on these
bridges, that any comments are worth reading.]
From:
Date:
To:

William Riebe
Tue, August 18, 2015 11:40 am
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>

Tom,
You have my permission.
Bill Riebe
On Saturday, August 15, 2015 8:41 PM, Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com> wrote:
Mr Riebe
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Would like your permission to run these comments in the next Rick Island Reporter. We have a lot of
interest in the Mississippi River bridge.
Tom Brugman
Sent from Tom's iPhone
On Aug 15, 2015, at 2:56 PM, William Riebe <william.riebe@yahoo.com> wrote:
Mr. Hook,
The history of the four Mississippi River bridges between Illinois and Iowa, locally known as the
Government Bridge, has been written about many times over the years. We have been involved in that
subject for many years most specifically in an 8 or 9 page article printed in the Rock Island Technical
Society's DIGEST, volume 2, circa 1982. That article is a reasonably complete general history of the four
different structures, at two locations from 1856 to and including the 1896 structure still in use today. My
article was based on material from several official sources over the years and other information I gathered
in my long time career with the US Army Corps of Engineers when I worked at their Rock Island District
office for 25 years of my 47 year time with that agency.
There has also been at least three more recent publications on the subject, with two being historic novels
and one being a legal treatise about Abraham Lincoln's part in a the famous law suit involving the collision
of a steam boat with the original 1856 span. I provided technical assistance to all of these authors.
All of these publications can be found in print or in local libraries at this time. A lot of my material,
including drawings of the four different structures can be found also in publications of the National
Archives, and other engineering sources - most currently a very interesting official engineering overview
document being prepared by Modjeski & Masters the designer and construction engineer for the 1896
structure and current contractor for repairs and evaluations for the US Government the owner of the
structure after the bankruptcy of the Rock Island Railroad.
Currently a local historically oriented organization is working on a project to build a replica of that original
span, to be used as a pedestrian bridge over a very busy 4-lane US highway paralleling the Mississippi
River here on the Iowa side.
I would enjoy chatting with you about this subject whether on line or by telephone. Of course I would be
interested in seeing your referenced information and the upcoming follow-ups.
Copies of my original article are very hard to find, but I might be able to copy the one or two I have for you
William C. Riebe, PLS, US Army Corps of Engineers, Retired.
On Saturday, August 15, 2015 10:41 AM, David Engle <rirocket@att.net> wrote:
Forwarding to Riebe's, they should know more than anyone--their careers were there. Dave Engle

ROCK ISLAND IOWA UNIVERSITY ROSE BOWL TRAINS
[Ed: Interesting exchange on this subject between Dave Engle, John Ferris and John Matrow]
From:
Date:
To:

"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Tue, September 22, 2015 3:21 pm
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>

Clear to publish, sir. Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: John Ferris
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 9:44 AM
Subject: Re: Fw: [RITSlist] Rock Island Rose Bowl Trains
Dave,
Feel free to do so.
Jack
On 9/22/2015 8:36 AM, David Engle wrote:
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This is worth forwarding to Tom Brugman, may I please do so.
From: John Ferris
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2015 9:54 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: [RITSlist] Rock Island Rose Bowl Trains

Dave Engle

Dave,
Memory is fuzzy here, but my friend Charlie Walker and I rode the CB&Q from Burlington to Chicago (it
could have been the Santa Fe out of Ft. Madison, but I was a Burlington fan) and as I recall, reported
for work at either Dearborn or LaSalle Street station. It might have been at the Santa Fe Commissary
because I definitely remember loading stock onto the diner. I was on one of the the high level diners on
the El Capitan trainset. Charlie was on one of the older diners with the wood ranges.
We dead headed to Iowa City to load fans and I saw Charlie in his car on an adjacent track. We didn't see
each other again until we reached LA. As I remember the train received its Santa Fe power at Union
Station in Kansas City. I stayed up until the crew change well after midnight in Garden City, KS (A
mistake, as I had to be up at 5:30 that morning, but what the heck, I was young.). The climb over Raton
was after breakfast the following morning. I do remember that because I was able to observe it from a
table in the diner.
The only other thing that comes to mind is walking from the diner to the dormitory late at night and all
seeing and hearing all the couples snuggling under blankets in those big coach seats.
We were put up in one of those run down hotels in LA that housed crews laying over. Our layover was
five days (With pay, of course!) and we went to Disneyland and visited friends from home. We obtained
tickets for bleacher seats at the Rose Bowl parade. Those included a bus ride out to Pasadena and a box
lunch.
Don't remember much about the trip up to Oakland except that we spent the day in the coach yard while
the fans toured San Francisco, nor do I remember anything about the return to Iowa City and Chicago.
Jack
On 9/21/2015 9:19 PM, David Engle wrote:
Were you on for the entire trip. part of it, or what. Any other details--I realize it is a long time ago.
Engle
From: John Ferris
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2015 9:15 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: [RITSlist] Rock Island Rose Bowl Trains

Dave

Dave,
The Rose Bowl special I worked on definitely went via La Junta and Raton Pass. There were no
intermediate stops other than crew changes between Iowa City and LA.
Jack Ferris
On 9/21/2015 8:34 PM, David Engle wrote:
Nosing around again. Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: "David Engle rirocket@att.net [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
To: "RITSlist@yahoogroups.com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2015 3:49 PM
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Rock Island Rose Bowl Trains
I am fully agreeable with any such expansion of coverage. I have nothing to add to it.
From: John Matrow <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
To: RITSlist@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2015 3:42 PM
Subject: Re: [RITSlist] Rock Island Rose Bowl Trains

Dave Engle

Iowa played in 1957, 1959 but some of the other Big 10 teams could have been routed of RI John
Matrow Wichita KS
---------- Original Message ---------From: "David Engle rirocket@att.net [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
To: "ritslist@yahoogroups.com" <ritslist@yahoogroups.com>, "PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com"
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<PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: [RITSlist] Rock Island Rose Bowl Trains
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 2015 17:49:31 +0000 (UTC)
Which years in the late 50's and early '60s were they operated from Iowa City to Pasadena and
return. Any notes about who and what was involved. I recently learned these trains ran on the Santa Fe
west of Kansas City, would that have been the "transcon" route. Were there any intermediate stops for
other than crew changes? How were they carded on the RI--The returning trains ran as 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
508 between KC and Short Line. The outbound trains may have run as extras to avoid confusion with
505. Was there a problem with BL-2s and passenger RS-3s being able to run together? It was noted
that one of the westbound consists was handled by a boilered RS-3 and a BL-2, double-headed without
MU. Dave Engle
Subject:
Re: Rose Bowl Trains
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Tue, September 22, 2015 3:20 pm
To:
Kevin Looff (more)
Which group, sir. I am posting to RITSlist and Passenger Car List. Also, I am keeping Tom Brugman,
editor, RI Reporter, advised as I chase this.
This is the first I have heard of the 1959 trains going via Omaha instead of Kansas City. It sounds like you
are much better versed in this venue than 99.9% of us. What little I know is my own observations from
Newton, Iowa. IIRC, everything I remember must be from the 1957 trips. Dave Engle
From: Kevin Looff
To: "rirocket@att.net" <rirocket@att.net>
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 10:05 AM
Subject: Rose Bowl Trains
For some reason I am having trouble replying to the group right now so I thought I would send you a direct
message. If I get to a point where I can reply to the group, I will probably post what I have below so
everyone can see/comment on it.
The University of Iowa went to the Rose Bowl in both 1957 and 1959. I have been researching the 1959
trip, especially the band and Scottish Highlander drum and bagpipe groups train trip. I know that for the
1957 game, Oldsmobile sponsored the band's trip via the Rock Island from Iowa City to Los Angeles and
back. This trip went through Omaha and there were other band performances along the way. I actually
have the documentary film from this trip that I got on a CD as part of the history of the Scottish
Highlanders through their alumni association. I have not paid too much attention to it as I have been
concentrating on the 1959 trip. I know that it shows Rock Island units pulling a string of UP yellow
passenger cars.
For the 1959 Rose Bowl, Oldsmobile told the university that they would not be able to sponsor the trip
about a month before departure. Santa Fe donated $80K to the school which was used to contract a
special on the Santa Fe. This trip left from Fort Madison, the closest Santa Fe depot to campus. It was
an 18 car train of Pullman sleepers, two baggage cars, a big dome, two diners, and a business car. I
have the car types identified for this train and about 40% positively identified to car name/number. For
this trip there were four other trains. Two were for alumni and two for students. I know they were called
Vanguard, Explorer, Black, and Gold. I also found out that these four trains and the band train were all
lined up at a station per an article in the LA Times or Pasadena Star News but I don't know if these were
Santa Fe trains or Rock Island trains.
I wrote an article about the band trip for the Warbonnet magazine of the SFRHMS which was published in
the 1st Quarter 2015 issue.
Kevin Looff

MYSTERY BOXCAR DEPOT – ANYONE RECOGNIZE IT?
From:
Date:
To:
Cc:
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"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Mon, August 10, 2015 1:36 pm
James Rueber
John Matrow

Will give it a shot, sir. Dave Engle
From: James Rueber
To: rirocket@att.net;
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 12:20 PM
Subject: Box car depot
Mike Avitt found the attached scan of an old post card showing what looks like a box car converted into a
depot. There is no information on the front or back of the card to identify it. The train order signal with the
blades with the rounded ends, looks like the style used by the Rock Island on some of their depots. He
would appreciate it if someone could help identify this card for him.
Thanks for your help.
James Rueber

Email James Rueber

ROCK ISLAND EMPLOYEE HEROISM: DON'T MESS WITH THE OPERATOR
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Thu, July 30, 2015 2:32 pm
From: James Rueber
To: wilgramps@aol.com; RIRocket@att.net
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2015 10:32 AM
Subject: Don't mess with the operator
THE FORT DODGE MESSENGER, Fort Dodge, Iowa. Saturday March 18, 1905.
Station Agent at Oxford Captures a Bold Thief.
Iowa City, March 18,--Clifford Brown, night operator for the Rock Island road at Oxford, in this county, held
up a holdup man early yesterday morning in the depot, and kept him prisoner until help arrived. The
highwayman proved to be an amateur named Lawrence Mungovan of this city. Brown was alone in the
depot when the west bound flyer came through and threw off the mail. He went out to get the sacks, and
was met by the bold, bad Mr. Mungovan, who demanded his money or his life, and also the privilege of
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going thru the mail sacks. Brown didn't see it that way, and grabbing the insistent Mungovan, backed him
up into a corner and then forced him at the point of a revolver which Brown had in his picket, into the
depot. There he kept guard until morning, when officers came and removed the prisoner to the town
jail. The end.
James Rueber

SEARCH FOR “PHOTO LIBRARIAN” AND OLD PHOTOS PRODUCES NEW ONES
[Ed: Dave Engle is amazing - a never ending researcher]
From: Robert Drenth
To: 'David Engle' <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 10:37 PM
Subject: RE: OLD RI PHOTOS...
Hi Dave,
If you want to pass the information on- ok with me-No I am not the “photo librarian”, just a retired ex Milw
Road conductor who happens to like Iowa Railroad History. Had 41 + years, from 1969 to 2010 at mason
City- went from Milw to Soo, to CP Rail-to I&M Rail Link, to IC&E to DM&E- 6 railroads ran the place-I
never moved! Now days just photograph passing trains, enjoy my 7 ½ gauge RR, and fiddle with a HO
layout in the basement-plus read the Historical quarterlies that have RR in Iowa. Some photos-1784, Lon
Koenig, Postville Iowa-his grandfather was RI depot agent at Castalia. Engine has 5 HP Honda for
power.1791 Lon’s custom built RI caboose.1805, Me, Bob Drenth, riding on the train put a granddaughter
to sleep.1819, a passing CP train with run through power-the work extra on my Shellrock Shortline is
dressing up ballast.5758, a friend from Toddville Iowa Doug Murdock (green T shirt) getting ready to
unload his RI GP 35-all electric with sound card..battery powered.bob
From: David Engle [mailto:rirocket@att.net]
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 8:29 PM
To: Robert Drenth
Subject: Re: OLD RI PHOTOS... This is an outstanding commentary. Are you the "photo librarian",
then? I'd like to advise Tom Brugman and several others, but this is your choice, sir. Dave Engle
From: Robert Drenth
To: rirocket@att.net
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2015 8:04 PM
Subject: RE: OLD RI PHOTOS... Good afternoon Dave, At Humboldt Iowa the Des Moines River splitsthe East Fork heads toward Minnesota via Livermore-Algona-Burt and needs a sizeable bridge to get a
railroad across. I expect Rock Island’s Estherville-Iowa Falls line used a long wood trestle over the flood
plain/backwater-the main channel may have one long or two short steel bridges-which required a pier in
the channel-can’t say which the RI used. Worked the Milwaukee line through Algona-that route used a
128 foot steel truss and 20 pile trestle to get across same river at that location-roughly 20 miles upriver. I
live about a mile from the Nora Springs arch bridge in photos-still in use daily by Iowa Northern, as is the
Rockford Iowa Bridge shown in the collection. Livermore as a village- has about 380 residents, being Iowa
I’d expect half to be retired? I doubt if the location has any rail service from UP, other than a place to get
through. At Emmetsburg the RI, and Milw lines cross-there is a connecting track so RI (UP now) can use
trackage rights to travel to Hartley, ALCECO Grain Terminal (was built by Cook’s Inc. about 1975) The
Waterloo RR was jointly owned by RI/IC took over former Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern electric RR.
Late 60’s RI sold their half to IC Motive power was four small Sw. EMD units-IC painted them to IC colors
as in the photo- one of the units, was sold to Albert City Coop and switches the grain cars for loading at
Hartley since 1975?-last time I seen it was still in IC orange/white-that was a long time ago –Spring of
1997???The RI built in the valley of the west Fork of the Des Moines River between Emmetsburg and
Estherville-the line to Sioux Falls running west crossed it leaving the yard at Estherville-the collection of
photos shows that bridge twice. Thank you for sending the photos-I enjoyed them a lot. After 1980, the
line between Iowa Falls and Estherville has been changed. Iowa Falls to Iowa River Bridge South of
Dows-all gone…Dows to Clarion UP turned into a industrial lead and made the elevator at Dows more or
less take over operations. Currently full of stored cars and not used for grain loading. From Clarion to
Goldfield the track is gone. Any traffic would have used the former CGW to get from Clarion to Eagle
Grove, where the Ames to Algona former CNW line still active. First station North on that line is Goldfield,
the former diamond crossing between RI/CNW has been replaced with a switch so current UP trains can
get to Estherville /Hartley, via Emmetsburg. 25 years ago Iowa shipped a lot of corn and still had lots of
elevators that might load in 25/50 75 car units.. now very little grain goes anywhere by rail-most of it
seems to travel in UP 100+ car trains to west coast, or by truck to a ethanol distillery. Back in the 90’s
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CP/Soo/Milw route out of North Iowa handled about 4,000 cars a month off our 253 mile district-now less
than 400 cars a month-more soybean meal than shell corn I’d say. But lots of tank trains- see one –or
two, every day. Hope I helped shed a little light on them for you. Bob
From: Robert Drenth
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 9:04 PM
Subject: Fw: OLD RI PHOTOS... Mr. Drenth; Do you know anything about this, sir. Dave Engle ----Forwarded Message ----From: Dennis Holmes
To: 'David Engle' <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 12:16 PM
Subject: RE: OLD RI PHOTOS... Don’t know. Livermore was located between Hardy and Bode on the
Estherville line (old BCR&N)
From: David Engle [mailto:rirocket@att.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2015 8:46 AM
To: Michael Porter; Dennis Holmes; Tom Brugman; Bill Riebe
Subject: Fw: OLD RI PHOTOS... Who is "photo librarian?" I have no listings for Livermore, Iowa. Dave
Engle
Following photos provided by Robert Drenth
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KANSAS
ROCK ISLAND REPORTER – THANKS TO DAVE ENGLE
From:
Date:
To:

"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Sun, September 20, 2015 9:25 pm
A.L. Goodman (more)

Thank you very much, sir, for your kind comments. My sentiments are very similar, as I grew up
alongside the RI in central Iowa from about 1950 to 1962. I have always banned blue/white from my S
scale layout as my only way of protesting. Dave Engle
From: A.L. Goodman
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Saturday, September 19, 2015 9:16 PM
Subject: Rock Island Reporter
Hello Mr. Engle,
I just wanted to thank you for sending me the email editions of the Rock Island magazine. Because of my
job taking up so much of my time, plus being a volunteer fireman, I am still reading them and enjoying
them, but I have read enough to tell you that I have been missing a lot, and hope to catch up thanks to
you!
As a little about me, I have been a lifelong fan of the IC, starting when they were a PROUD GREEN
DIAMOND RAILROAD, and have kept up with them, suffering through the ICG, back to the ICRR and
now, being sold to the CN. I can relate to the Rock Island, as from what I understand, the Rock went
down the tubes much the same way the IC did. And I have noticed a lot of parallel things happen to both
railroad.
When the IC went to the orange and white paint, things went down in a hurry, and buying the GM&O did
not help one bit. True, these two railroad competed for the same traffic a lot of times, but with the paint
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change to O&W, came mismanagement to IC Industries that had their eyes on getting rid of the railroad
and buying companies like Pet Milk and Midas Muffler and such as that which led to the term “deferred
maintenance”. Another sister railroad that changed their paint and then went down was the C&NW when
they went to the “Zitto Yellow” paint. I am sure there were other examples, but these three really got my
attention and it all happened pretty much at the same time. But I got carried away.
Thank you again, and I will get back to reading about the Rock Island!
Sincerely,
Arthur Goodman

GOLDEN STATE RUN THROUGH CARS
Subject:
Fw: [PCL] SP/RI Golden State
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Fri, August 28, 2015 9:24 am
To:
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>
Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: "Jeff Cauthen [PassengerCarList]" <PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com>
To: "PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com" <PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 1:31 AM
Subject: Re: [PCL] SP/RI Golden State
Gordon,
The PRR cars had Golden State at the center of the letterboards and Pullman at each end of the
letterboards. No PRR markings are visible in the photo.
JAC Jeffrey Alan Cauthen
La Mesa California
On Thursday, August 27, 2015 9:02 PM, "'Ralph Browncom [PassengerCarList]"
PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Hi Gordon, I just took a look at the PRRT&HS passenger car painting and lettering book. Neither of
the PRR 4-4-2s assigned to the Golden State are actually pictured. The photograph on page 88 is of
Golden Mission, which I think was an SP car at the time. Pullman Tracing No. MD-D-4977 is reproduced
on page 89, but the drawing with revisions through 09-22-55 says nothing about identifying the owning
road on non-SP cars painted for Golden State. Interestingly the drawing for the California Zephyr on page
87 states that “car Silver Rapids owned by PRR is to have the initials ‘PRR’ at diagonal corners and to
appear at left side of letter board when facing the car.” No equivalent language appears on the Golden
State drawing. So, does anyone out there have any photographic evidence one way or the other? Pax,
Ralph Brown
Portland, Maine
PRRT&HS No. 3966
From: mailto:PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 9:07 PMTo:
PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com Subject: Re: [PCL] SP/RI Golden State
Were these cars identified as Pennsylvania while in Golden State ? GordonShanghai
From: "DAVID LEECH [PassengerCarList]" <PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com>
To: PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com
Sent: Friday, August 28, 2015 7:09 AM
Subject: Re: [PCL] SP/RI Golden State
There is also a couple of pages on the two cars in the Pennsylvania Railroad - Passenger Car Painting
and Lettering book, published by the PRRTHS.
They were initially painted in two tone grey for service on the Chief, and then ‘around’ May 1948 they were
repainted into the bright red and silver colour scheme for the Golden State train.
In 1950 and 1951 the two cars were repainted back into two tone grey, and then in 1953 back to PRR
Tuscan red.
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Cheers,
David Leech, Delta, Canada
Aug 27, 2015, at 3:41 PM, Jeff Cauthen [PassengerCarList] <PassengerCarList@yahoogroups.com>
wrote:
Michael,
Actually the Pennsy had two 4-4-2 sleepers painted in GS Daylight Red and Simulated Stainless Steel.
They were Imperial Range and Imperial Terrace. A photo of Imperial Terrace at Los Angeles may be seen
on page 496 of "Southern Pacific Passenger Cars Volume 2: Sleepers and Baggage-Dorms".
The cars did run thru. This GS transcontinental service ended July 10, 1951, due to lack of patronage.
JAC
Jeffrey Alan Cauthen
La Mesa California

"GOING FOR BEANS" AT WELLINGTON
From:
Date:
To:

Keel Middleton
Tue, September 8, 2015 12:16 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com

Here is a photo that you might like. I took this shot of a southbound Rock Island train from the 12th street
crossing in Wellington, KS about noon on a June 1976 day. The power was GP7s 4492 & 4521 then F7
4159 still in UP yellow. The crew had gotten off to go to Kentucky Fried Chicken just across the highway
from where they were stopped. At this time in the Rock's life, the track was in bad enough shape that the
crews often stopped for food in Wellington (or other places as well).
Keel Middleton
Following photo by Keel Middleton.
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ROCK ISLAND HEAVYWEIGHT PASSENGER CARS
From:
Date:
To:

Carl and Sheryl Fankhauser
Mon, September 14, 2015 11:28 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com

I have the three items with questions here for the Oct. 15 issue:
1. I have some Walthers HO Heavyweight cars I'm wanting to decal for Rock Island. I'm needing the
GOLD decals to compliment the Pullman Green cars. I understand Steve Hile once had such decals and
am wondering if they are still available from him and am wondering if his 617 Sunset Drive, Naperville, IL
60540 address is still correct. Anybody know?!! Here is a screen shot of what I understand was his listing
of RI decals and looks like #11 is what I might need for this project.
[Steve Hile answer:
"Hi Tom,
The street address is still correct and the decals are still available. I
will attach my latest version of the decal list.
Best Regards,
Steve"
See Steve Hile's list immediately below.]
2. A bit of a historical item here. How were the great colors of crimson/red used on the Rocket paint
scheme E & F units selected? Same goes for the RI #999 steamer that was painted in a reddish scheme
and the same goes for the red/black scheme of the F & GP series diesels.
[ Ed: We will have to go to the experts for that one. My understanding was J D Farrington, then
president of the RI came from a CB&Q background and rerally liked red. Red also complimented
the "rockets theme" - rockets red glare. Any readers knowledgeable and willing to pitch in?]
3. Most headend cars used on Rock Island passenger trains consisted of baggage, RPO or otherwise,
and it seems most had the rounded roof rather than that of the Pullman clerestory roof. For HO scale,
what is available and suggested to model such car roofs?
[Ans: I have used old Walthers wood/metal kits with the "monitor roof". Thats about all I have been
able to find. Similar question was on RITSLIST recently - they reported similar findings that very
little exists on the market today to cover RI heavyweight cars. I do my hunting on ebay these
days.]
Thanks in advance!
Carl Fankhauser
310 W. Ave. C
Lewis, KS 67552
csfank@gbta.net
Rock Island Decals 2015 Price List
Effective 1 January 2015

Include a LSSAE or postage
for the entire order
Send to: Steve Hile
617 Sunset Drive
Naperville, IL 60540

1. Cabooses 1903-1960 White, 2 Lettering Styles
2.
Same, Black (1930 for 17850-17899)
3. Wings Scheme for GP-7’s
4. Wings Scheme for RS-3’s
5. E&F Rocket Scheme in silver with black pinstripe
6. E&F Rocket Scheme in white includes RF circles
7. White for Rotary Plow and Scale Test Cars
8. Black for Adapto cars and containers
9. Streamline Passenger Car Names
10. Black and White Heralds for boxcars and cabooses
HO boxcar = O Caboose HO Caboose = N Boxcar
Same in Red and Gold for express boxcars
Also available Red and White and Red and Silver
11. Heavyweight Passenger Car Lettering in Gold
12. Large Orange DF2 Logo (4 each)
13. Flat cars 50’s thru 70’s two lettering styles
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HO
$2.00
$2.00
$3.00
$3.00
$7.00
$5.00
$3.00
$1.50
$4.00
$2.50

N
$1.00
$1.00
$3.00
$3.00
$4.00
$2.50
$1.50
$3.00

$2.50
$4.00
$1.00
$2.00

$2.50
$1.00

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Same in Black, could be used for covered hoppers
Rock Island Motor Transit Trucks and Trailers
Yellow Speed Lettering for 70’s passenger cars
Silver and White lettering for black switchers
Rock Island Refining Company Tank Cars (P2K)
UTLX 6500, 8000 and 10,000 gal Tank Cars
Will letter up to 5 different cars
Ex-Troop Sleeper Express Boxcars, two lettering styles
Same in Gold
“Hot Dog” Route of the Rockets in Red and Silver
and larger switcher heralds
Covered Hoppers - Large Black Herald does 2 cars
Low side 4427’s (Walthers HO) 8000 & 13000 series
Streamlined Head End Equipment. Will do up to 4 cars
Heavyweight Commuter Coaches
Steel Rebuilt (1937, 40) USRA boxcars.Will do 2 car
40 Foot Steel Auto boxcars, 161000-161349 series

$2.00
$5.00
$3.00
$3.50
$2.50
$5.00

$4.00
$2.50

$2.00
$2.00
$5.00
$3.50
$4.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

$2.50

MINNESOTA
ROCK ISLAND EMPLOYEE ALBERT LEA
Dave Engle
From: Gaylen Johnson
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Sunday, August 9, 2015 5:33 PM
Subject: Re: RI Reporter
Mr. Engle,
Sometime I need to get (take) the time to write about my Rock Island experiences as well. My home town
is Albert Lea, MN, and I use to hang around the depot there all of my free time. I knew all the crews (ran
61, 62,80, 81 and the switch engine a lot), all the depot staff, the section, signal maintainer, special
agents, talked to the Division Superintendent and became good friends with William Gibbons and many of
the staff in the offices at 332 South Michigan Ave. Maybe this winter I'll write something down and send to
you. The Rock Island was more than a railroad, it was a family.
Sincerely,
Gaylen Johnson
[Ed: We would love to publish your recollections. You also might consider writing something for
Remember the Rock magazine RTR). RTR is the Cadillac of Rock Island publications. We at Rock Island
Reporter are merely the VW with a questionable diesel engine. ;-)]

QUESTION ABOUT CREW ASSIGNMENTS IN MINNESOTA
Date:
To:

Tue, September 8, 2015 11:50 am
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

Question. I grew up in Worthington MN. in 1939-1951 period. My Dad worked for CMO which had a large
presence. CRIP had a branch fro Lake Park IA. thru Worthington to Hardwick MN . which is on the line up
to Pipestone & Clear Lake SD. The crew was out of Estherville IA & had 4 crew members during all this
time. Engineer, Fireman, Brakeman & Conductor. # days a week they turned their engine on the CMO
roundhouse turntable after switching businesses in Worthington. DOES ANYONE KNOW why only 4 man
crews were allowed? Maybe Iowa had this allowance but the train came into MN. six days a week. I have
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inquired over the years to no avail.
George McKinney. Rockford IL. email geowmck@att.net
[Ed: My best guess is labor agreements required it. Or a railroad might add an extra crewman oh
it's own if the job handled a lot of complicated switching. Anyone else have an answer?]

SON OF OLD RAIL NEEDS HELP
My name is Dan Stoffer. My dad was CJ Stoffer. My dad worked on the Rock Island and the Iowa
Northern. Dad passed away in 2009.
I'm reaching out to you all to see if you can help me. I have a friend of mine that would like to purchase a
caboose. He came to me and asked me if I had a clue on where he could start...... Right away I thought
of you guys.
Can you help? Let me know if you have any ideas.
Thank you
Dan Stoffer
Stillwater Minnesota
[Ans: Dan Stoffer - I used to handle questions like this at the Surface Transportation Board.
Cabooses are around and sometimes available - you may have found one already for scrap value
or similar. The problem is the logistical cost of moving the caboose to where you want it.
Transportation via flatbed truck plus crane rentals at origin and destination are the killer costs. I
have heard $25,000 + in some cases. Suggest a model caboose? Tom B]

Email Dan Stoffer

MISSOURI
PHOTOS FROM WINSTON, MO
From: charles childs
To: Kathy Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Sent: Wednesday, September 9, 2015 8:31 PM
Subject: Trenton MO
Dave; Sorry, I had Time - Warner here this morning to fix some line problems, then a friend called and I
ended up spending a good part of the day with him. The last two are of the depot in Winston, MO
Anyway, a few photos from Trenton, you may forward these if you wish to the RI Reporter. Hope you
enjoy the belated photos.
Charlie
Following four photos by Charles Childs
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NEBRASKA

OHIO
Rock Island Adapto Car in Ohio
From:
Date:
To:

Michael Connor
Tue, September 8, 2015 8:46 pm
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

Tom
Thanks for including me on the RI Reporter list.
Today, September 8, 2015, RI 95650, one of the RI four-wheel cars used to carry mail containers in
passenger train service (as I understand) was moved from the tracks of the Dennison Railroad Depot
Museum in Dennison, Ohio, where it has resided since c. 1993, to the tracks of the Age of Steam
Roundhouse in Sugar Creek, Ohio. It will be used as a wheel car but is expected to be restored to RI
colors. Good news for a rare and precedent-setting RI car.
Michael J. Connor

Go to Age of Steam Roundhouse Website
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Go to Dennison Depot Railroad Museum Website

OKLAHOMA
See Dean Schirf's Commentary on Rock Island Requiem, below.

ROCK ISLAND'S TA PASSENGER TRAINS
From:
Date:
To:

Dean Schirf
Mon, August 3, 2015 10:12 am
"Tom" <tbrug@aol.com>

Perhaps the best looking set of Rock Island Diesel Passenger trains were the 6 TA 1200 horsepower
sixteen cylinder Electro-Motive Diesel locomotive train sets purchased in August, September and October
of 1937. The train sets were capable of speeds in excess of 100 MPH and were numbered 601-606. The
cars were made of Budd stainless steel and the passenger sets were equipped with radio and telephone
systems, air-conditioned and came with modern interior decorations including a diner car.
For the first time, the Rock Island introduced its captivating diesel passenger color scheme of cream,
maroon and silver which started its streamline passenger history that led to a long list of Rockets that
would follow.....with streamlined passenger service ultimately extending as far as Los Angeles via the
Golden State. It commenced a rich colorful history and made a bold statement to the industry, its
employees and the public alike, that the Rock Island was about to turn things around and had entered the
first phase of its “Planned Progress” program headed up by J. D. Farrington......a program that drove
solvency back into the Rock Island’s fortunes that would continue well into the 1950’s.
Here are two pictures showing the TA train diesel locomotives. The black and white is the inaugural visit
to Oklahoma City Union Station on Sunday, February 3, 1938 when 5000 people braved the cold weather
to get their first glimpse of what Rocket Railroading was going to look like for the future. The new service
would operate between Kansas City and Oklahoma City with one round trip daily. The color picture was
taken in 1946 in El Reno, OK with Rock Island’s Southern Division Headquarters building in the
background.
Respectfully submitted,
Dean Schirf
Harrah, OK
Following two photos (above) provided, and (below) taken by Dean Schirf.
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SOUTH CAROLINA
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SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS
ROCK ISLAND PASSENGER AGENTS
[Ed: Another interesting side bar conversation out of the RITSLIST Rose Bowl string.]
From: Rob Browning [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date: Tue, September 22, 2015 9:38 pm
To:
"ritslist@yahoogroups com" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> (more)
If only we had this conversation a couple of years back while my dad was still around.
Lynn Browning was RI's last passenger agent in Texas, but he networked from necessity with other
agents and other roads. He described many special trains, situations, and funny incidents with moving
students and fans all around the country.
I have some marketing photos of him with teams and coaches at the rail stations. He was most proud of
his Honorary Future Homemaker of America induction for transporting teen girls to their Midwest FHA
convention.
Rob Browning, Dallas

From:"Tom Brugman tbrug@aol.com [RITSlist]" <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com>
Date:Tue, Sep 22, 2015 at 6:57 PM
Subject:Re: [RITSlist] Re: Fw: [PCL] Re: Rock Island Rose Bowl Trains
The railroads maintained local passenger agents in most large cities. The passenger agents were like
sales representatives keeping track of large groups frequently using rail transportation. Like Iowa football
fans.
If Rock Island did participate in some of these large group moves it was probably because of a sharp
passenger agent who landed the business with a low group rate or other incentive.
Hooray for the "commercial" side of the railroad.
Tom Brugman
On Sep 22, 2015, at 7:43 PM, [RITSlist] <RITSlist@yahoogroups.com> wrote:
Doug, don't forget, the Illini could head to Galesburg and then west via Santa Fe. The Burlington station,
still in use today, was very close to downtown but I don't know if Santa Fe used it, too, or had their own
station somewhere else. I've seen whichever Amtrak (TM) train it is going through La Plata, MO and the
engineer got that train moving ASAP! Ditto for some station stops at Galesburg, too.
Jon Spurlock
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Looking for Pictures of Memphis-Tucumcari
From:
Date:
To:

Keith Edmonds
Tue, September 8, 2015 7:24 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com

Does anyone have pictures of the RI steam engines that powered the passenger train from Memphis to
LA. Specifically ones from western Oklahoma. Rode it in 1953 and would love to see some pictures in
your publication.
Thanks
Keith Edmonds

Dallas Union Station Track Plan
From:
Date:
To:

Jacob Damron
Tue, September 8, 2015 10:57 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com

Tom:
I am an avid Rock Island modeler and the great nephew of a 31 year RI employee. I was four years old
when I rode the last Rock train from Clinton, OK to El Reno, OK in GP38-2 4354, the 'Frank J McGarr'
with my great uncle as he collected rolling stock to take to the yard at El Reno.
My modeling interests are pretty much limited right now the *Twin Star Rocket * passenger train and
particularly its operations in the State of Texas. My efforts mirror a lot of those of Mr. Sindelar and his
articles in the *Remember The Rock* and I wouldn't attempt to duplicate his work.
However, for the past year I have been researching and designing a Free-mo module based upon Dallas
Union Station from 1961. While DUT wasn't exclusive to the RI it was one of the key stops for the *TSR.
*This module is slated to reach nearly 50' in length and is planned to debut at the National Train Show in
St. Louis in 2018 along with Rob Petty's Wichita Union Station.
I currently have a final track plan (attached) and have begun building some of the 40+ turnouts required
for this monster of a module. The only potential change to the track plan may be the inclusion of a bridge
over the Stemmons Freeway on the Texas and Pacific side of the north approach tracks.
This project has involved many individuals with planning and research. New technologies we will be using
include 3D printing for many of the structures and CADD driven etching for things such as the specific
brick pattern for the station itself. My thoughts were that perhaps readers might enjoy following this project
along for the next three years. But perhaps not being that this isn't an exclusive RI property.
I don't know if this is what you're looking for or not but wanted to through it out there for your
consideration.
Thanks so much.
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Jacob Damron
Airline Transport Pilot

DUT Trackplan Layout by Jacob Dameron

SAVING ROCK ISLAND PASSENGER CAR IN KELLER, TX
From:
Date:
To:

Lester Brandt
Tue, July 7, 2015 6:40 pm
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>

Tom,
The car is one of the 2500 or 2600 suburban coaches that were sold during the liquidation. No
resemblance to a 2700. I've scratchbuilt models of the 2700s.
Les Brandt, sometimes friend of Tom Santella
From: Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com>
To: David Engle <RIRocket@att.net>
Cc: Lester Brandt John Matrow
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2015 5:34 PM
Subject: Re: RI Car in Keller, TX.
Great stuff. Keep it coming. Must be a Pullman instead of "Coleman" as stated in the article.
Tom Brugman
Sent from Tom's iPhone
On Jul 7, 2015, at 4:53 PM, David Engle <rirocket@att.net> wrote:
I hope I can get these all together in one send.
John, thank you very much for these links; I'll try to c/p them right.
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http://www.star-telegram.com/news/local/community/keller-citizen/article3844910.html and:
Cowcatcher Article, June 5, 2012: VINTAGE PASSENGER CAR IS SAVED FROM BEING SCRAPPED
June 10, 2012 at 9:44am
The Old Town Keller (TX) Merchants Association voted Monday night to stop scrapping the 1917 Rock
Island passenger coach that has been sitting on the city's train display next to the Union Pacific main line
that runs through town. Photo by Tim Blackwell, Photo and Article Courtesy of Cowcatcher Magazine.
KELLER, TX — The Old Town Keller Merchants Association will spare the 1917 Rock Island passenger
car any further damage from the scrapper’s torch. In a well-attended and hotly debated meeting Monday
night, OTKMA voted unanimously to halt scrapping the car and to dismiss legal action following a
controversial vote in May that divided merchants and prompted a call for the resignation of president
Edward Kirkwood. More than 30 members and interested citizens attended the three-hour meeting, which
was monitored by Keller police and a city councilman, plus included news media. The decision to keep the
car was reached when board members met privately during a break after tempers flared. Some members
tried twice to start proceedings to remove Kirkwood from office.
Supporters said they were not informed that a vote would be taken at the May meeting to salvage or sell
the car, and they questioned whether Kirkwood was even a member of the merchants association at the
time of the vote. The car sits on blocks at the city’s train display in Old Town Keller next to the Union
Pacific main line. A month ago, Kirkwood presided over the vote that led to hiring a contractor to cut the
car apart for salvage. Some members complained that little had been done to improve the appearance of
the car since it was placed on the display last fall and that it was unwise to use funds to preserve it.
Some called it an eyesore. An attempt to sell the car for $3,500 fell through, Kirkwood said. Stairs, a steel
panel and railings were removed over Memorial Day weekend, prompting a temporary restraining order
against Kirkwood to prevent further damage. Ceiling fans, a motor and ductwork were said to have been
removed from the inside. On Tuesday following Memorial Day, cease and desist notices were posted on
the car, along with a copy of the court order filed in Tarrant County District Court.
For now, the car will remain. A two-thirds vote will be needed to dispose of it or any other asset, and
sufficient notice on the agenda must be given. Also, Kirkwood’s membership is now in good standing, and
attorney fees for the court order are to be reimbursed. After the meeting, merchants applauded the
decision. “It’s a win-win,” said quilt shop owner Becky Harness, who worked with attorneys to file the
restraining order. “We get to keep our train.” Kirkwood expects a better effort by the association to
preserve the car, with hopes that it will attract business to Old Town Keller. He said it’s too early to
consider what happens next. “I think we will have a lot more commitment,” he said. “I think people will
step forward and want to help out now.”
The merchants association paid $18,000 for the car, listed as an 87-foot Coleman [Pullman] in court
documents, and moved it to the display in hopes of creating a train watching spot like those in nearby
Saginaw and Grapevine, Harness said. Funds were raised through the city’s annual crawfish festival.
Harness was optimistic that the front end of the car that was dismantled by the scrapper could be
restored, even though the cut pieces are probably gone. “It’s still fixable,” she said. While these articles
are definitely newsworthy for us, the car that they tell us was originally built in 1917.
The car I am trying to follow was not built until 1949. The 2711 I sent the record for does have record of
being used for a restaurant/bar in the Wichita area before showing up in the Amarillo area as its last
location.
Thank you very much for your help on this item. It is well worth the attention it can get.
Dave Engle

Go to Star-Telegram Article

MYSTERY ROCK ISLAND TRAIN
From:
Date:
To:
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Bill Marvel
Sat, September 5, 2015 2:32 pm
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>

Thanks, Tom.
I had photographed both 39 and 40 in Kansas in the early 1960s. I just didn’t recognize it that morning in
Iowa City. You’re welcome to use the photo. Taken about 8 in the morning June 10, 1966. E6A 631 in
charge. Really traveling! I’ve been posting on Rail Pictures for bait a year now. Unsurprisingly, Rock
Island hits get the largest number of hits.
Thanks for carrying the Rock Island flag.
Bill
On Sep 5, 2015, at 1:15 PM, Tom Brugman <tbrug@aol.com> wrote:
Bill Marvel
Great to hear from you.
Suspect you photographed #40, formerly known as the Imperial. See history attached:
http://www.lariverrailroads.com/imperial.html
Hope this helps. Would love to use it in the next newsletter.
Keep in touch.
Tom Brugman
Sent from Tom's iPhone
On Sep 5, 2015, at 1:10 PM, Bill Marvel wrote:
Tom,
I have posted a photo on Train Orders of a Rock Island train I encountered in Iowa City back early one
morning in 1966. It appears to be mainly mail and express with perhaps a coach or two at the end. I asked
if anyone recognizes this train and can tell me the number and the answers are all over the map. The
most likely one suggested it might be train 6, which I gather ran from Council Bluffs to Chicago. Do you
know anyone who might be able to clear up this mystery? I am attaching the photo. Feel free to pass it
along to anyone you think might be helpful I will eventually be posting it to RailPictures, where I have been
posting a large number of my Rock Island slides.
Thanks,
Bill Marvel
Following photo by Bill Marvel

VIRGINIA
ROCK ISLAND LOAF-OF-BREAD TENDER PROJECT
Tom Brugman
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Here are four photos of my brass scratchbuilt loaf-of-bread tender body. The tender body was built from a
1 inch scale RI blueline print obtained from Phil Weibler three decades ago, using the Overland loaf-ofbread tender as a guide. It still needs a trip to the blasting cabinet to get rid of the excess solder and burn
marks.
The assembly consists of two layers of brass sheet - an inner .025 sheet formed in a bending brake to
hold the triangular form, and then soldered from the inside to an outer and much thinner sheet having the
rivet impressions. Brass tubing frames the base and strip brass and wire was fabricated to complete the
body.
The big headache has been which locomotive to assign it to. The pictures depict it being adapted to a
Bachman 2-8-0, which will have to be redetailed for a Rock Island appearance. I have also considered
brass bashing an old Nickel Plate Products D&RGW 2-8-0 that I have, a Bachman 4-6-0, and possibly a
yet to be realized RI 2-8-2. Right now the Bachman 2-8-0 apperas to be the most likely candidate.
Photos by Tom Brugman

RI GOLDEN STATE COACH INTERIOR PHOTOS
Tom Brugman digging through old photographs, found the following shots from the interior of a "Golden
State" coach. The two photos date from 1969 on the Quad City Rocket..
Two photos by Tom Brugman
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5. COMMENTARY: ROCK ISLAND REQUIEM
By Dean Schirf

Go to Gregory Schneider's Website

COMMENTARY: ROCK ISLAND REQUIEM
From:
Date:
To:

Dean Schirf
Mon, August 3, 2015 11:35 am
"Tom" <tbrug@aol.com>

I recently finished reading Greg Schneider's book Rock Island Requiem (The Collapse of a Mighty Fine
Line) and came away with the following observations:
One thing that stood out to me throughout the years of hearings and proceedings of the Rock/UP merger
was the seemingly lack of steadfast support and testimony of the Rock's merger partners UP and SP.
These two great rail lines were the strongest financially and healthiest railroads at the time in the
country.....Southern Pacific was second only to the UP in financial strength during the merger period when
most railroads were not doing well at all, yet both merger partners appeared to do very little in assisting
Rock Island in its fight for survivorship before the ICC, when 12 other railroads were front and center
trying to take down the Rock....furthermore, the UP handed off its Chicago (and east point ) traffic at its
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Omaha terminus.....the vast majority of that traffic went to C&NW at the rate of 175,000 cars per
year.....one has to wonder why did the UP not let the Rock have this traffic and the revenue it generated
that could have been plowed back into continued maintenance of its future merger partner CRI&P ..... and,
the irony of it all was that the CN&W, more than any other carrier, tried to derail the UP-RI merger??
Weather and agricultural crop failures:
It seemed that just about any and everything bad from a nature standpoint that could derail the merger
happened.....three of the back to back worst winters of the last century occurred during the merger
process thus reducing already low bottom line revenue(s) of the Rock Island which already had very little
cash on hand to handle the trouble Mother Nature was dishing out.
Management:
One thing I am grateful for is that John Farrington did not witness the years long merger proceedings
during which time his beloved Rock Island died a slow and tortuous ending.....He passed away of a
heart attack in October, 1961.....he spent his last years contemplating a possible merger with the UP. Mr.
Farrington has to be regarded as one the great railroad leaders of the last century, taking the Rock Island
from its second bankruptcy in the 1930’s and, with his "Planned Progress" initiative, built Rocket
Railroading into one of the finest Class One Railroads in the country.
CRI&P Board of Directors continued to pay dividends on its stock when in fact it should have been
plowing that money back into track maintenance and equipment......the deterioration in this area led the
UP, more than any other reason, to walk away from the merger when the ICC finally allowed it to go
forward. The C&NW, itself hovering close to bankruptcy during this same period, had not paid dividends to
its shareholder for years (and in fact later turned its ownership to inclusive to its employees).
Henry Crown, largest Rock stakeholder of stocks and bonds at the time, and a board member, reversed
his position of support for the merger early on to one of liquidation of the road later on.
Labor:
In the final full year of its operations, with the Rock Island on its knees and its cash flow almost
nonexistent awaiting final approval of its merger, the Brotherhood of Railway and Airline Clerks strike in
August of 1979 most likely delivered the final blow, thus removing any lasting chance that the Rock Island
had of continuing operations. While union members struck for back wages from a broken railroad that
represented only a small percentage of its total wages.....they ended up being denied labor protection and
a loss of employment...but it should be noted that a number of them were able to secure rail employment
in the acquisition of various Rock Island lines by other rail carriers.
Government:
The author states that without a doubt the federal government played the largest role in the collapse of the
Rock Island with the ICC taking an "astounding" 11 years to decide the UP-RI merger!!
In a number of ways the lengthy ICC proceedings led to the passage of the Stagger's Deregulation Act but
it came too late for the Rock Island having been signed into law just months after the Rock Island ceased
operations in March, 1980. Many believed the demise of the Rock Island served as sort of a poster boy for
the deregulation of the rail industry, as the liquidation of the Rock Island was the largest of its kind in U. S.
Rail History.
Personal observation:
While the Rock Island was receiving "fists to the face" from competing rail lines and the continual dragging
out of hearings by the ICC, other mega mergers were approved including the BN in 1970, also the MP
being absorbed by the T&P.....along with the N&W/Virginian merger being given the green light, but the
largest merger approval was the Penn Central which was a major failure followed up by the feds giving
tens of millions of dollars to the financing of Conrail that followed; even the C&NW got $90 million in fed
assistance to upgrade its mainline from Clinton, Iowa, to Fremont, Neb. (its UP interchange point) with
136 pound ribbon rail.......as the author pointed out, the Penn-Contrail and later Conrail, seemed to be a
case of "too big to fail" while the Rock Island was "too little to succeed."
All in all, it was a great read that finally put into perspective, for me at least, the merger proceedings in a
very concise way that led to the demise of my favorite railroad.....at times it was painful to read in just how
the Rock Island, in a number of ways, was treated during the long drawn out merger period but, as the
book points out in its final chapter, "the Rock lives on" with so much of its trackage being purchased by
other rail roads and upgraded thus allowing it to continue to deliver products and services to its shippers
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and the public in what is now a deregulated environment........also subsequent mergers that followed
before the feds would now have to be determined in at least three instead of eleven years.........
Long live THE ROUTE OF THE ROCKETS for she indeed was a mighty fine line!!!
Dean Schirf
Harrah, OK

6. RIR WANTED SECTION
Looking for El Reno Diagrams, Maps, or Drawings
From:
Date:
To:

Taylor Gainey
Wed, September 9, 2015 12:22 pm
editor@rockislandreporter.com

Hi Tom,
I was wanting to seek from the Reporter's readership any assistance in seeking the track drawings,
diagrams and/or maps of the El Reno, OK area from 1936 onward. I would like to get all the areas of El
Reno such as the depot, passenger car yard, elevator tracks down to the town water tower, shop/yard
tracks(everything from the Foreman Rd overpass to the diamond past the yard) etc.
I am in the planning stages of an N-Trak 1:160 re-creation of El Reno. I am trying to decide between
1945-46 or 1970-80 time frame. I am going to see how much of the track planning and buildings differ in
30 years’ time and how much I can band aid to switch between eras since I enjoy both so much. I have
the issues of RTR regarding El Reno, but they only offer so much in regards to measurements. Any
suggestions for books/RITS Rocket issues to purchase or scans of your Reporter readers) personal
charts/maps would be very welcomed! I can be contacted by email with any info anybody can provide.
This will obviously be a couple years to completion on this project, but I will definitely keep the
Reporter informed of this "Planned Progress" over the course!
Taylor Gainey
Stillwater, OK

Email Taylor Gainey

7. RIR CORRECTIONS SECTION
RIR Error
From:
Date:
To:

Jim Jordan
Wed, July 1, 2015 9:01 pm
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>

I don't have a problem with it but the CRM might.
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On Wednesday, July 1, 2015 6:07 PM, RIR Editor <editor@rockislandreporter.com> wrote:
Jim,
OK. Will issue a correction in the next issue. I will apologize accordingly.
Tom
---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------RIR Error
From: "Jim Jordan
Date: Wed, July 1, 2015 7:34 pm
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Tom; Great newsletter, but there was a small problem I discovered that might get the Colorado Railroad
Museum in a tizzy (my grandmother always used that word). The Colorado Railroad Museum did not host
the Symposium nor participate in it in any fashion; they might be upset if we don't get the story correct. It
was the Rocky Mountain Railroad Heritage Society that held the Symposium. The date was May 2nd and
was a good Symposium and enjoyed by all that attended. Thank you for all that you have done and are
doing for the "Rock Island" gone but not forgotten.
Sincerely Jim Jordan
[Ed: Apologies to the Colorado Railroad Museum for the error]

Correction - Engineer’s lament in #8
From:
Date:
To:

"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Wed, July 1, 2015 9:45 pm
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com> (more)

Please note that the Engineer's Lament came originally from Jim Rueber, CGW dispatcher. He had sent it
out to Dennis Stowe, and I merely passed it on from there; I cannot claim any credit for it beyond
that. Dave Engle

8. OBITUARIES:
DAN SCHROEDER
From:
Date:
To:

"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Sun, September 27, 2015 3:50 pm
"Tom Brugman" <tbrug@aol.com>

Dave Engle
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Brian Frierdich
To: "StLouisRailfans@yahoogroups.com" <StLouisRailfans@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 27, 2015 10:48 AM
Subject: [StLouisRailfans] Dan Schroeder
WOW this is a shock! Had the pleasure of working with him on the Jefferson City Sub. Great engineer to
work with. Had him as a mentor while I was student engineering. RIP Dan! You were an inspiration!Brian
Sent: Sunday, September 27, 2015 10:32 AM
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Subject: RE: [StLouisRailfans] Interesting Morning in Dupo 9-24-15
While we are on the subject of Railroad Photography.................one of the better Railroaders and Railroad
Photographers (Dan Schroeder) of our time passed away yesterday! PLEASE say a prayers for Dan and
his Family.......................
Thanks and God bless

RON KISER
From:
Date:
To:

Bill Pollard
Tue, September 8, 2015 1:36 am
editor@rockislandreporter.com

You might wish to include information about the death of Ron Kiser of Oklahoma City.
This link should take you to his obituary, and comments from a number of his friends and acquaintances.
Bill Pollard
RONALD KISER
1943 – 2015 Obituary Condolences
Oct. 29, 1943 - Aug. 21, 2015 OKLAHOMA CITY Ronald Gene "Ron" Kiser, 71, of Oklahoma City, passed
away August 21, 2015. He was born October 29, 1943, to Dock and Drucilla Kiser in McAlester, OK. Ron's
fascination with the railroad began at a very early age and was a love that stayed with him throughout his
life. He worked for Rock Island, Katy, and Union Pacific Railroads as a Conductor and in later years,
became a well-respected and much loved instructor. He retired in 2013 with over 40 years of service. Ron
is survived by his sister, Alice Peden and husband Leon; nephew, Steven Peden and wife LaDeana;
niece, Kerri Long and husband Robert; niece, Karla Mead and husband Jimi-Wray; two great-nieces, Erin
Peden and Piper Mead; three great-nephews, Noah Mead, Austin Peden, and Landon Long; and Sam
Davenport, faithful friend. Ron was preceded in death by his parents, Dock and Drucilla Kiser. Services
will be held at 2 p.m. Thursday, August 27, 2015, at Bill Merritt Funeral Home, Bethany, OK. Interment will
be at Pryor Cemetery, Stuart, OK.

Go to Ronald Kiser Obituary
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Coverage
The newsletter covers the history of the Rock Island Railroad in documents and miniature. It is devoted to
its readers – anyone and everyone who has interest in the Rock Island.
This e-newsletter, sent by e-mail at least quarterly, is free of charge to all subscribers. Please contact me
by e-mail to request your name be added to, or removed from the distribution list.
Advertising
If you have a new Rock Island product or related event, we will be happy to help promote it.
Copyright notice
This newsletter is available free of charge, but the editor and publisher reserves the right to control of any
original material contained.
However, anyone may quote bits of articles, with attribution, under the fair use doctrine.
Comment
We hope you found this newsletter interesting and worthy of further issues. E-mail comments suggesting
improvements would be appreciated. Pats-on-the-back are also appreciated.
Cancellation
If you do not wish to receive copies of this newsletter, we will immediately remove you. Please e-mail us.
This is a simple newsletter and we are only concerned with the Rock Island RR. We do not participate in
any spam activities and will not share your e-mail address with outside parties.
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